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KMAC Couture 2020 (originally scheduled for April 11) has been postponed to Saturday, August 8, 2020 in 
response to the COVID-19 outbreak.  Due to the postponement, the KMAC Couture schedule in the weeks 
leading up to KMAC Couture has been altered to meet the new timeline. Due to the fact that the 
postponement has added an additional five months to the construction process, we have added a couple 
additional due dates (Artist/Mentor check-in, Work-in-Progress photos).  Following are the updated dates 
since the postponement was made earlier in March. 
 
DUE ASAP- All garment titles are due- The original due date for these was 3/13, right around the time we 
announced the postponement.  We have a majority of the titles, but still waiting on a couple more.  We will 
reach out to those Artists who have not provided their title via email in the near future. 
 
Friday, April 3- The Debbie Huddleston Mitchell Student Artist Award applications are due-  We are 
extending this deadline by one week in order to accommodate any interruption the COVID-19 outbreak may 
have caused in applying for the award.  As a reminder, any High School Senior or current College Student that 
is planning to or currently studying art or related curriculum at the college level are eligible to apply for this 
award.  You may access the application by going to the Artist & Model Resources page on the KMAC Couture 
website. 
 
Friday, April 10- Work-in-Progress Photo #2 Due from ALL ARTISTS- All Artists will be required to submit at 
least three photos via email of their garment(s) to KMAC Museum so the KMAC Couture Committee can 
review the work that has been done up to this point.  The Committee would like a front, side and back shot of 
the garment.  Additional photos of any other garment elements (i.e.- head dress, tear-aways) are also 
encouraged to be emailed.  An email reminder will be sent out to all Artists a week prior to the due date.  
Artists should email their photos to couture@kmacmuseum.org.   
We will be adding a third round of work-in-progress photos which will be due closer to the rescheduled date. 
 
Friday, May 1- Artist/Mentor Check-in #3- With the new timeline for garment construction, we are adding 
one additional Artist/Mentor Check-in (for a total of 4 check-ins).  Originally, we had asked for the garment to 
be 95% completed for the 3rd check-in.  We’re hoping the Artists have continued on construction of their 
garment…so it may be close to completion (if not already completed) by this point.  This Artist/Mentor Check-
in may be done in-person (if it is socially acceptable to do so by this point), by phone or by Skype/Facetime. 
Please Note- For those Artist/Mentor teams that still needed to do an in-person check-in at KMAC and had 
their appointment cancelled due to the postponement, we may ask you to come in to KMAC Museum (if it is 
socially acceptable to do so by this point) for this check-in.  KMAC Museum will reach out to the Artist/Mentor 
team to schedule this. 
 
Monday, June 1- KMAC Couture 2020 Reschedule Date Artist Availability form due from ALL ARTISTS-   
Access to this form was emailed out to all Artists on March 19.  You may also access the form by going to the 
Artist & Model Resources page on the KMAC Couture webpage.  All Artists will be able to indicate whether 
they are available or not for the rescheduled date of KMAC Couture (Saturday, August 8).  Artists that are 
available for the rescheduled date should also be in contact with their Model and will need to indicate their 
Model’s availability on this form as well.  For those Artists that are not able to participate in the rescheduled 
date, there are three options to choose from in order for KMAC Museum to feature your garment in the near 
future (1- have your garment featured at another KMAC Museum event 2- defer your garment for automatic 
selection for KMAC Couture 2021 or 3- have your garment participate in KMAC Couture 2020, even though the 
Artist may be unavailable).  Submitting this form will help KMAC Museum plan the logistics for the 
rescheduled event.   
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Monday, June 1- Artist Ticket Discount Codes Expire- We are extending the deadline for the $100 credit if 
your friends or family have not already used the code.   
Friday, June 12- Runway production requests are due.  If an Artist has a specific request for lighting, sound or 
a performance entity request for their garment while on the runway, they must make these requests in an 
email to couture@kmacmuseum.org.  All requests will go before the Curatorial Committee at that time to be 
accepted or denied.  Artists should be as specific as possible as to what production requests they are making. 
 
Friday, June 26- Work-in-Progress #3 Photos due from ALL ARTISTS- With the additional time given for 
garment construction, the KMAC Couture Committee is requesting to see an additional set of work-in-progress 
photos.  All Artists will be required to submit at least three photos via email of their garment(s) to KMAC 
Museum so the KMAC Couture Committee can review the work that has been done up to this point.  The 
Committee would like a front, side and back shot of the garment.  Additional photos of any other garment 
elements (i.e.- head dress, tear-aways) are also encouraged to be emailed.  An email reminder will be sent out 
to all Artists a week prior to the due date.  Artists should email their photos to couture@kmacmuseum.org.   
 
Wednesday, July 1- Garment Consignment Agreements are due from those Artists wishing to consign their 
garments through KMAC Museum.  The form can be found on the Artist & Model Resource page on the KMAC 
Couture webpage.  Artists will need to agree to the terms of the consignment offer that are listed on the 
agreement and set a sale price for their garment.  All garments will go on sale at the KMAC Shop starting in 
mid-August and remain on sale until October 1.  Sale of the garment is not guaranteed.   
 
Friday, July 10- Artist/Mentor Final Check-in- Due to the increased time given for garment construction, we’re 
adding a fourth check-in for Artists and Mentors.  At this point, all garments should be 95% complete if not 
complete.  This check-in can be done in-person (if it is socially acceptable to do so by this point), by phone or 
by Skype/Facetime.  The Artist and Mentor should make sure they talk over the logistics of the day of KMAC 
Couture (i.e.- go over the timeline for the week of Couture, talk about accessories for the Model, make sure all 
details for all aspects of the day are worked out). 
 
Friday, July 24- Names of Support Crew due to KMAC Museum- Each Artist/Model team is allowed 2 support 
crew to assist with the Artist/Model during the prep time for KMAC Couture.  These names will be added to 
the security list to be allowed inside KMAC Museum starting at 12:00pm on Saturday, August 8, 2020.  Pease 
be advised…there are a lot of people in KMAC Museum that day and it gets very crowded.  If one of your 
support crew is not being used during a particular time, they are advised to leave the Museum in order to 
create more space for others.  The support crew may stay and watch the dress rehearsal at 5:00pm on 
Saturday, August 8, but will need to purchase a ticket for the event that starts at 7:00pm.  *Please be advised 
that there are NO STANDING ROOM tickets this year.  All guests are required to have a ticket with a seat 
assignment. 
 
Week of Monday, August 3- Garment Drop-off at KMAC Museum- In order to expedite the load-in for KMAC 
Couture Dress Rehearsal day (Thursday, August 6- more on this soon), we strongly encourage Artists to drop-
off their garment(s)  in the days leading up to KMAC Couture.  We will have garment racks in KMAC Museum 
for you to drop your garment off.  Please have the garment in a garment bag (if at all possible) and marked 
with your name as well as your Model’s name. 
 
Monday, August 3- KMAC Museum- 6:00pm- 8:00pm- KMAC Couture Model Workshop- All Models 
participating in KMAC Couture are encouraged to join us for a Model Workshop let by KMAC Couture Model 
Coach, Mona Simone.  Models at every level of experience will learn something from this workshop.  This will 
especially be beneficial to Models that are walking for the first time, or Artists modeling their own garment.  
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Models should bring the shoes that they will be wearing on the runway to this workshop.  This is not a dress 
rehearsal but Artists may also provide garment elements that may provide some challenges to walk in.  Artists 
are not required to attend this workshop, but certainly encouraged to attend and support their Model. 
Please note- while Models are strongly encouraged to attend this event, it is not required. 
 
Thursday, August 6- KMAC Couture DRESS REHEARSAL- KMAC Museum (715 W. Main St.- Louisville) 
MANDATORY FOR ALL ARTISTS & MODELS* 
 
Between 3:30pm- 5:00pm- Artists & Models called to KMAC Museum (sign-in, load-in garment, Model gets 
into garment) 
All Models need to be in their garment by 5:30pm 
5:30pm- 5:45pm- Dress Rehearsal instructions given 
5:45pm- 7:45pm- Dress Rehearsal 
7:45pm- 8:00pm- Final Instructions/Quick Q&A Session 
This is a required event for all Artists and Models.  This where you will find out the order of the Runway Show, 
and we will do a walk-through or two of the show.  This will be a dress rehearsal (garment and shoes only).  
There is no need to do hair or make-up for this rehearsal.  Artists and Models who are participating in the Pre-
Show Cocktail Hour must participate in this dress rehearsal as well.  All Artists and Models may also bring any 
make-up/hair equipment to put at their assigned prep station (so that it won’t need to be loaded-in on the day 
of KMAC Couture).  This will help Artists and Models with a smoother day on Saturday.  Many last-minute 
instructions and procedures will be given at this rehearsal. 
In the event an Artist and/or Model is not able to attend this dress rehearsal, they must communicate this by 
emailing Curtis Conlin (KMAC Museum Event Coordinator) at couture@kmacmuseum.org. 
Please Note- Please be prepared for altered times and location of this dress rehearsal.  We are working with 
other KMAC Museum departments schedules to firm up these plans.  Should the times or location change on 
this dress rehearsal, it will be communicated to the Artists and Models via email as soon as KMAC Museum 
confirms the updates. 
 
Saturday, August 8- 12:00pm- 10:00pm- KMAC Couture 2020!!!!!   
Further details will be forthcoming.  Artists and Models should plan to arrive between 12:00pm and 2:00pm to 
start to prep hair and make-up (whether with the Joseph’s Salon & Spa team or on your own).  Following is a 
preliminary timeline of the afternoon.  Times are subject to change. 
12:00pm-  Artists and Models sign-in (1st floor of KMAC Museum) 
2:00pm- All Artists and Models should have arrived by this point.  Expected start of Hair/Make-up 
appointment times with Joseph’s Salon & Spa team.  
4:30pm- Artists/Models called to 1st floor of KMAC Museum to line-up for Dress Rehearsal. 
5:00pm- Dress Rehearsal in full garment, hair and make-up (on Runway in Main Street tent) 
6:15pm- Dress Rehearsal ends.  Artists and Models back into KMAC Museum for Hair/Make-up touch-ups. 
6:45pm- Artists and Models participating in Pre-Show Cocktail Hour called to the cocktail tent. 
7:00pm- 8:30pm- KMAC Couture Pre-Show Cocktail Hour/ Runway Artists and Models moved to backstage 
8:30pm- KMAC Couture Runway Show 
~9:45pm- KMAC Couture After-Party 
12:00am- KMAC Couture Ends 
 
*Dates and times are subject to change.  KMAC Museum will do their best to communicate any changes as 
early as possible. 

Additional Dates 
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Monday, August 3- Saturday, August 8- KMAC Couture Fashion Week- Various times and locations- Schedule 
to be announced in June/July.  Join us at various local boutiques, salons and health/wellness business 
throughout the week for various sales, specials and networking events.  All KMAC Couture Fashion Week 
events are free and open to the public. 
 

Updated Information 
 

Please refer to the original Artist Guidebook for logistics regarding the day of KMAC Couture 

(i.e.- parking for KMAC Couture, Height Restrictions, KMAC Couture Model Prep Area).  All Artists were given a 
hard copy of the Artist Guidebook at the Artist Information Session in January.  You may also access the Artist 
Guidebook on the Artist & Model Resources page on the KMAC Couture webpage. 
 

The postponed date is in August. We’re working on ways to cool the runway and cocktail 
tents.  We usually have decent temperatures in April (except for 2019), and able to forego having to cool the 

tents for the comfort of the Artists, Models, and Guests.  August is probably going to be a different story.  We 
probably will not be able to air condition the tents (due to the time constraints of the tent construction), but 
we are working with our tent vendor on options to cool the space.  We will be focusing more on having 
hydration stations available to the Artists and Models, and will have some sort of cooling feature in the tent.  
We do ask that all Artists and Models plan to bring more powder to preserve their make-up.  The safety and 
health of the Artists, Models and Guests is our top priority.  We will be creating a plan for dealing with the 
heat during the event.  This plan will be announced in the weeks leading up to KMAC Couture.  Artist and 
Models are also encouraged to bring personal cooling items (i.e. handheld or battery-operated fans) to help 
with cooling. 
 

Additional promotion for the KMAC Couture Artists 
With the additional time the postponement has given us, we are wanting to add another feature of the Artists 
and their garments via KMAC Couture's social media pages (Facebook & Instagram) in the coming weeks...but 
need your help in creating the content.  We're asking any Artist who would like to be featured to email Curtis 
the following pieces: 
 
-30-60 second video of you talking about your garment construction and process (make sure you introduce 
yourself at the beginning of the video, keep the video short and light.  There's no need to show the entire 
garment in the video.  Showing us a brief sample of the process you are using to create an element of the 
garment would be best. 
-2-4 photos of elements of your garment (does not need to be full-on photos of your garment.  These can be 
"teaser" photos that feature elements of your garment.  We don't want to give away the whole garment look 
before Couture.  It would be great to have you in one of the photos working on your garment). 
-Brief paragraph about your garment.  You may talk about the materials you are using, the process you are 
using to achieve your desired look, or your garments relation to the curatorial statement). 
 
We would like you all to start emailing these elements in at your convenience.  Our team will be starting to 
feature these via KMAC Couture social media in the coming weeks.  Our team will be doing a different style 
feature on all of the Artists (to keep a good variety on our social media), and may not use every element that 
you submit.  You may email these files to couture@kmacmuseum.org 
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For your Family and/or Friends that currently have tickets for KMAC Couture, following is 
the ticket policy as it pertains to the rescheduled date 

At this time, there's nothing that you need to do. Your tickets and seats have been automatically transferred 
to the new date. 
 
In the event that the new date doesn't suit your schedule, you have a few options: 

• Transfer or sell the tickets to someone else. If you choose this option, please reach out to KMAC to 
update us on ticketholder names and contact details. 

• Let KMAC resell the tickets for you. Let us know no later than May 30th that you'd like to resell your 
tickets, and we'll make them available to the public. If the seats are resold, we'll refund your 
purchase price minus a 10% administrative fee.  

• Choose not to use your seats and consider the purchase price as a fully tax-deductible gift 
to KMAC Museum.  

If you'd like to choose any of the transfer or resale options above, please reach out to 
michelle@KMACmuseum.org to get the process started.  

Stay in touch with your Model(s) 
All schedule updates and changes will be communicated to the Models via email from KMAC Museum.  We do 
ask that the Artists stay in regular contact with your Model to make sure they have seen the emails and are set 
with any updates/changes.  Should your Model have any issues with the updates/changes, we are encouraging 
them to contact KMAC Museum and their Artist.  We do advise the Artists to follow-up with KMAC Museum 
with any issues the Model may have with the schedule changes/updates so we can make sure the issue is 
being managed. 
 

Please check your email regularly during this time 
KMAC Museum will be sending any updates and/or changes to the schedule via email in the coming months.  
All Artists will be responsible for updating their calendars and communicating any conflicts/questions by 
emailing couture@kmacmuseum.org.  With the uncertainty this time is providing, we are expecting 
updates/changes.   
 
For the HS Student Artists that currently use a school-appointed email address…PLEASE update KMAC 
Museum with an email address that you will have access to over the summer and will check regularly.  Most 
HS Seniors lose access to the school email address once they graduate.  Please email any updated email 
address to couture@kmacmuseum.org once you have shifted to the new email address. 
 

Please send any questions, comments, concerns to: 
Curtis Conlin 
Curtis@kmacmuseum.org 
couture@kmacmuseum.org 
(502) 589-0102 (office) 
(917) 797-2675 (cell) 
 

Front Cover Photo Credits: 
Express 
Artists: Bill Connelly, Ehren Reed & Jessica Sharp 
Model: Jas Nicole Graham 
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Photography: Clay Cook Photography 


